FROM THE DEAN:

Diana E. Hess

When you are consistently ranked as one of the
finest schools of education in the United States and
among the best in the world, excellence is more than a goal, it’s who you are.
At the University of Wisconsin–Madison School of Education, we embrace fields
of study that define the human experience: EDUCATION to challenge
minds, HEALTH to impact lives, the ARTS to enhance creative spirits,
and world class research to drive conversation forward. Our School’s excellence
is rooted in a talented faculty and staff — many of whom are nationally and
internationally known for their research addressing critical issues facing our
world today. Our faculty and staff work actively and passionately to serve
their students and the community while living the WISCONSIN IDEA.
The School offers a much broader and more diverse catalogue of undergraduate
and graduate programs than traditional schools of education, including Art,
Dance, Theatre, and Kinesiology. In fact, more than half of the School’s
undergraduates are enrolled in fields other than education. Step inside our red
doors to explore your interests in the arts, education, or health professions.
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Teaching & Learning

Service and the Wisconsin Idea

The School of Education offers a broad array of programs, with its students
and professors having a varied set of interests. The School houses arts,
education and health programs. Through these diverse fields, those
associated with the School are able to address some of society’s most
critical needs — from challenges in education at all levels to issues in health
and other human services — while also contributing to the quality of life
through the arts. Our departments are:

The School of Education embodies the Wisconsin Idea — one of the longest
and deepest traditions surrounding UW–Madison. The Wisconsin Idea signifies
a general principle that education should influence people’s lives beyond the
boundaries of the classroom. Whether in our schools, in our communities, or in
our workplaces, the School of Education works to strengthen partnerships that
reach every corner of the state, and beyond. The Morgridge Center for Public
Service, housed in the School of Education, maintains a university-wide mission of
connecting campus and community. The Morgridge Center offers service-learning
and community-based research projects that help build a thriving democratic
society and prepare students for lifelong civic engagement.

Art

Educational Psychology

Counseling Psychology

Educational Leadership & Policy Analysis

Curriculum & Instruction

Kinesiology

Dance

Rehabilitation Psychology & Special Education

Educational Policy Studies

Theatre & Drama

HEALTH
Study & Research
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Research at the School of Education continues to thrive. As a key part of its
mission, the School conducts and supports research of the highest quality
in education, health and the arts. Of particular note, the School houses the
Wisconsin Center for Education Research (WCER), one of the oldest, largest
and most productive education research centers in the world. WCER is
home to approximately 140 grant-funded projects that generate more than
$60 million of revenue in awards and services annually. The center’s varied
research has influenced educational policy and practice from preschool through
doctoral programs for more than five decades. The School’s health programs,
meanwhile, are also renown for highly regarded research. The Department
of Kinesiology is dedicated to researching and applying knowledge related
to movement, exercise and human occupation, with the ultimate goal of
enhancing human health, productivity and quality of life. Similarly, the arts
programs present discovery on a regular basis in the form of exhibitions,
concerts and performances, as well as traditional print publications.

Advancing Diversity
The School of Education aims to promote a welcoming, culturally responsive, and
supportive School community for all. We strive to recruit and support a diverse and
outstanding faculty, student body, and staff to advance research and to develop
future generations of artists, researchers, professionals, and education leaders.
The Student Diversity Programs Office represents the School of Education’s
commitment to diversity and access to higher education. This office works to create
and promote opportunities for pre-college, undergraduate, and graduate students
as they strive to achieve their educational and professional goals. The School of
Education’s commitment to social justice is illuminated through our advancement
of culturally responsive pedagogy and through our School’s core principles of being
an inclusive and diverse community and treating all with respect and dignity.
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